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Printed on cloth and paper, painted on clay, executed in mosaic and metal, moulded in 

plaster, carved in wood and stone – decorative motifs from the classical world are even more 

pervasive than the basic structures which previous articles in this series have examined. The 

inspiration for them, as for all design, derives from the world around us through the working 

of our own minds. It is convenient to think of these myriad forms as being mainly of three 

sorts. First we have designs and motifs derived from natural forms, second those of a 

geometric kind, and third those deriving from man-made objects. All three of course are and 

always have been used in conjunction with each other as well as separately. 

 

Acanthus leaves and Yorkshire organs 

 

Beginning with the world of nature, we find frequent use of plant themes, but never of the 

whole plant. The most characteristics elements, be it flower, leaf, or fruit, are isolated and 

adapted in a stereotyped form as decoration. So we find lotus and pomegranate, palmette and 

ivy-leaf, bunches of grapes and garlands of leaves embellishing pots and tombstones, walls 

and floors. 

 

But by far the most important of all plant forms used in decoration is the acanthus leaf. The 

acanthus flourishes around the Mediterranean, but it grows easily enough in this country. It 

flowers in my own garden in Yorkshire where it gets the full blast of the west winds off Ilkla' 

Moor! 

 

Acanthus leaves give us the characteristic appearance of the Corinthian capital, but you will 

find them in many other places on buildings, frequently for example as decoration on 

consoles – there is a fine pair in Utrecht. 

 

You will also find acanthus leaves carved on large wooden furniture, such as the organ casing 

in the eighteenth century Brunswick Chapel in Leeds. William Morris used them in one of his 

best known wallpaper designs, appropriately called Acanthus (you can see this in the William 

Morris Gallery in London). Indeed acanthus leaves are carved in the stone of the outside wall 

of my study as I write this – and acanthus leaves decorate the Ara Pacis Augusti. Why not 

plant an acanthus in your garden? 

 

Other foliage commonly found in ancient and modern decoration includes the laurel (sacred 

to Apollo and symbolising victory, whether in war or in a 'musical' contest), the olive (sacred 

to Athena and symbolising peace), the vine and the ivy (both sacred to Bacchus and 



symbolising revelry and drinking), and the oak (sacred to Zeus and symbolising power and 

might). 

 

Fruit and veg. 

 

Of flowers, the two most important in the continuum are the lotus and the rose. The former 

was itself borrowed from outside the classical world, from Egypt, and is therefore an 

illustration of the importance of Greece and Rome in passing on and modifying elements 

from other cultures as well as their own. The rose in decorative terms has given us the rosette.  

 

The fruits which we have artistically inherited are in particular those of the vine and the olive, 

but there are also laurel berries (cf. baccalaureat) and ears of corn, often associated with a 

wreath or a sheaf respectively. Perhaps the most important continuing use of a fruit motif 

however is the swag. This is a chain of fruits, usually with leaves and flowers, hanging on a 

curve between two points. It is familiar not only from classical sculpture but also from 

Renascence, Neo-Classical and Victorian interior and exterior decoration, and is currently a 

favourite with flower arrangers at floral festivals. 

 

Animal forms 

 

Turning from flora to fauna, we find artists still use the lion and the eagle, as well as the 

griffin (which is just a combination of the two). Though sometimes used purely decoratively 

and thus justifying inclusion here, these symbolic figures are really on the border between 

figurative art and decoration. We tend to find the lion as guardian figure included in the 

architectural embellishment of fountains, gateways and monuments. The eagle is the bird of 

Zeus and guardian of his thunderbolts, and thus became the Roman legionary standard (as 

well as Napoleon's in 1804). It now decorates hundreds of coats of arms. 

 

Other animals like serpents and dolphins are essentially symbols (the former of Asclepius and 

Hermes, the latter of Poseidon and the Nymphs) but also lend themselves to treatment as 

elements of design. There were dolphins on the shield of Aeneas in Aeneid Book Eight: 

 

Dolphins picked out in silver were cart-wheeling all around. 

Lashing the face of the deep with their tails and cleaving the water. 

 

Again parts of animals may be more useful than the whole animal. The heads of lions and 

rams, for example, have enriched pottery, mosaics and buildings throughout history. Readers 

of our previous articles in this series will not be surprised to learn that ram's horns are 

fascinatingly employed in composite capitals on Leeds Town Hall! 

 

Waves and wandering rivers 

 

A few miscellaneous natural motifs remain – the egg, the shell and the wave. The egg is 

found in cornice mouldings, where between each egg we find either a 'tongue' or, when the 



lower end is pointed, a 'dart'. The shell is often a most suitable decoration for the upper part 

of a niche, but we find it also in wall-paintings and mosaics, ancient and modern. The wave, 

as the representation of any such evanescent phenomenon almost inevitably must be, is a 

highly stylized motif, but remarkably persistent. Some would claim that it is a purely 

geometric pattern. 

 

Whether this is so is open to question, but some patterns are certainly geometric, the second 

of our three classes. They are particularly common in media like mosaic flooring. Rectangles 

and circles, triangles and zig-zags, polygons and pointed stars and many more complicated 

patterns can all be traced back to classical antiquity. The most important is perhaps the 

meander. The simple form of this can be imagined as a straight-line version of the river 

phenomenon of the same name (the winding Meander is a river in Asia Minor, mentioned in 

Homer). Some forms of this pattern, which many may know as a 'fret' or a 'Greek key' 

pattern, are immensely complex however. Perhaps we are most familiar with the simple form 

as the traditional border pattern on towelling and by extension of paper serviettes. But it is to 

be found in a thousand and one other places, including the tiled floors of some public 

conveniences! 

 

The other geometrical pattern deserving mention here in this limited list is the triglyph, the 

motif found in classical and modern buildings between the usually blank metopes on the 

frieze. It is composed, as the name implies, of three vertically sculpted grooves. 

 

Beads, shields and trophies 

 

But let us briefly look at a few of those motifs which derive from man-made sources. The 

five most common are probably the bead and reel, the guilloche, the pelta, the patera and the 

trophy. In the first of these, the bead and reel, the bead, a spherical moulding which was 

originally perhaps a knucklebone, alternates with a stylised reel in the same way as did the 

'egg and tongue' already mentioned. It is an equally common motif in both interior and 

exterior decoration, The guilloche resembles interlacing skeins of wool and is to be found on 

early Greek pots, modern carpets and almost everything in between, while the pelta, the 

shape of a small light Greek shield, is equally familiar, though perhaps less copied and 

adapted than the meander or the guilloche. 

 

The flat plate of the patera, used as a circular architectural ornament, derives from the saucer-

like pot used in the ancient world for sacrificial libations. But it is the trophy which is perhaps 

the grandest of these motifs. The Greeks used to hang on the trunks of trees the weapons left 

behind by their enemies fleeing the battlefield. The Romans in their turn erected artificial 

trophies in stone or bronze, and similar structures are familiar on monuments to war and 

victory. But they have also been used purely decoratively and have been composed of other 

things than weapons – hunting equipment, for instance, or even musical instruments. As well 

as being carved or moulded, they may be painted in panels on walls or doors. 

 

 



Consoles and Caryatides 

 

Finally, there are three architectural features which although they may serve a functional 

purpose are largely decorative. The smallest of these are dentils, those toothlike cubes found 

in Ionic or Corinthian cornices. They probably originally represented the ends of the wooden 

beams in the precursor of the stone temple, but survive as decoration in many modern 

buildings. My favourite example is of the almost vanished dentils just below the cap of our 

circular pillar-boxes, where they certainly do not represent any wooden precursor! 

 

On a larger scale are consoles, usually formed with scrolls or volutes and often found on 

either side of a doorway supporting a cornice or pediment, as in the Utrecht pair mentioned 

earlier. But grandest of all are Atlantes and Caryatides. As the name implies, like Atlas they 

bear the weight of what is above: a Caryatid is, so to speak, the feminine form. Much the best 

known ancient examples of Caryatides are the six maidens forming the support for the 

entablature of the porch of the Erechtheum in Athens. Two fairly literal translations of this 

porch are to be seen at St. Pancras Church in London, but you can see plenty of freer versions 

in many modern buildings. 

 

In conclusion, the important message once again is for us to keep our eyes open so that we do 

not miss this visual evidence of the classical world. When we go abroad to Italy or Greece, 

we see the past all around us; it takes a little more effort to see the classical continuum in 

some grimy British street, but it is there under the soot! 
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